
1964 
 
 
 
12.12.63. Val d’Isere      Giant Slalom, men    
 
Reuters 
has some a two minutes report from this race 
available at 
https://reuters.screenocean.com/record/1097480 
+ 
13.12.63. Val d’Isere      Slalom, women    
 
Reuters 
has some a 2:41  minutes report from this slalom  
available at 
https://reuters.screenocean.com/record/1090715 
 
04.01.64. Oberstauffen        2nd Slalom, women 
 
Reuters 
has a 2:22 minutes silent report from this race 
available at   
https://reuters.screenocean.com/record/915311 
 
05.01.64. Hindelang    Giant Slalom, men 
 
Reuters 
has a 1:47 minutes silent report from this race  
available at   
https://reuters.screenocean.com/record/1091605 
 
07.01.64. Grindelwald           Slalom, women  
 
Reuters 
has a 1:34 minutes silent report from this race  
available at   
https://reuters.screenocean.com/record/924383 
 
10.01.64. Wengen    1st Giant Slalom, men   
 
Reuters 
has a 1:27 minutes silent report from this race 
available at   
https://reuters.screenocean.com/record/922219 
+ 



11.01.64. Wengen    2nd Giant Slalom, men     
 
Reuters 
has a 42 seconds silent report from this race 
available at   
https://reuters.screenocean.com/record/923763 
+ 
12.01.64. Wengen    Slalom, men   
 
Reuters 
has a 1 minute silent report from this race 
available at   
https://reuters.screenocean.com/record/1092652 
 
15.01.64. Bad Gastein            Slalom, women 
  
Reuters 
has a 2:07 minutes silent report from this race 
available at   
https://reuters.screenocean.com/record/1092529 
 
16.01.64. Madonna di Campiglio     1st Downhill, men   
 
Reuters 
has a 2 minutes silent report from this race  
available at   
https://reuters.screenocean.com/record/1094154 
+ 
18.01.64. Madonna di Campiglio   2nd Downhill, men   
 
AP 
has a 30 seconds silent report from this race 
at  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bp_KegggVgw  
+ 
Bristish Pathe  
has a 2 minutes silent report of this race 
available at   
https://www.britishpathe.com/video/VLVA1IPRH1N6U1UBAFDJ98K29CNRE-ITALY-
AUSTRIAN-SKIIER-WINS-THREE-THREE-INTERNATIONAL 
+ 
Reuters 
has a 2 minutes silent report from this race available at   
British Pathe historical collection 
https://www.britishpathe.com/video/VLVA1IPRH1N6U1UBAFDJ98K29CNRE-ITALY-
AUSTRIAN-SKIIER-WINS-THREE-THREE-INTERNATIONAL 



Winter Olympic Games at  Innsbruck 1964 
 
 
30.01.1964. Innsbruck      Downhill, men 
 
First 5 minutes (out of 24 minutes) of olympic movie, devoted to this race 
are available at 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mT6DIJrHqr0  
+ 
There is an insert of 25 seconds of Zimmerman’s run (from 1:33 till 1:59 minutes) 
in the Universal news reel (1964-02-03) no longer available 
available at  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wZ9-e2k9I2M 
+ 
British Pathe has also a 1:10 minutes video from this race 
at 
https://www.britishpathe.com/video/oly12-innsbruck-winter-olympics 1964 
+ 
01.02.1964. Innsbruck/Axammer Lizum    Slalom, women 
 
Some 4 minutes covering this race (from 5:55 till 9:56 minutes) 
can be seen at  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mT6DIJrHqr0  
+ 
There is also an insert of almost a minute of Saubert’s and Christine Goitchels’s runs 
(from 2:27 till 3:20 minutes) in the Universal news reel (1964-02-03) 
available at       no longer available 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wZ9-e2k9I2M 
+ 
Some 5 minutes (from 5:15 till 10:00 minutes) devoted to this race 
are available at 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mT6DIJrHqr0  
+ 
02.02.1964. Innsbruck    Giant Slalom, men 
 
Some 2:40 minutes covering this race (from 17:00 till 19:40 minutes) 
can be seen at  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mT6DIJrHqr0  
+ 
03.02.1964. Innsbruck/Axammer Lizzum Giant Slalom, women 
 
Some two and half minutes covering this race (from 10:40 till 12:25 minutes) 
can be seen at  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mT6DIJrHqr0  
+ 
 



06.02.1964. Innsbruck/Axammer Lizum  Downhill, women 
 
Some 3 minutes covering this race (from 12:30 till 15:20 minutes) 
can be seen at  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mT6DIJrHqr0  
+ 
AP 
has a 4 minutes (unedited and silent) video covering this race 
at  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CW31u6Tn7Aw 
+ 
AP  
has additional 1:18 minutes video covering this race 
at  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WjJ9LWuh6a4 
+ 
Die Zeit unter den Lupe No. 733/64 from 14.02.64,  
has some half a minute report from this race  
available at 
https://www.filmothek.bundesarchiv.de/video/586629 
+ 
some 40 seconds from Haas’s run 
are available at  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jpXpxEW88Lc 
+ 
07.02.1964. Innsbruck          Slalom qualifications, men 
 
Reuters 
has a 5:36 minutes (out of 13:49 minutes) silent report from this race available at   
British Pathe historical collection 
https://www.britishpathe.com/video/VLVA1G432V885X9KD0RS8JGU47G55-
AUSTRIA-OLYMPICS-SLALOM-MEN-4-MAN-BOB-SLEIGH-ICE-HOCKEY-
SPEED 
+ 
08.02.1964. Innsbruck/Axammer Lizum  Slalom, men 
 
Reuters 
has a 7 minutes (1st 7 out of total of 14 minutes) silent report from this race 
available at   
https://reuters.screenocean.com/record/1093781 
+ 
Some 3 and half minutes covering this race (from 20:20 till 23:59 minutes) 
can be seen at  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mT6DIJrHqr0  
+ 
 



Die Zeit unter den Lupe No. 733/64 from 14.02.64, has some half a minute report 
from this race, available at 
https://www.filmothek.bundesarchiv.de/video/586629 
+ 
22 minutes TV transmission of this race (provided by Colorado Snowsports Museum and 
Hall of Fame) are 
available at   
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cQWeMsvLLf8 
 
 
Arlberg-Kandahar race at Garmisch 
 
 
15.02.64. Garmisch    Giant Slalom, men 
 
There is some 20 seconds report of this race (fragments of Killy’s and Heuga’s runs) 
in Caleidoscopio Ciac / C 1602 provided by Archivio storico Istituto Luce 
at 
https://patrimonio.archivioluce.com/luce-web/detail/IL5000055101/2/austria-finali-del-
kandahar.html  
+ 
15.02.64. Garmisch             Slalom, women 
 
There is also some 30 seconds report of this race (details of Goitschel’s and Saubert’s 
runs) in the same Caleidoscopio Ciac / C 1602 report provided by Archivio storico 
Istituto Luce 
at 
https://patrimonio.archivioluce.com/luce-web/detail/IL5000055101/2/austria-finali-del-
kandahar.html  
 


